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Parameters from the Community Sensor Model Working Group (CSMWG) document:
NGA.SIG.0002_2.1, Frame Sensor Model Metadata Profile Supporting Precise Geopositioning (FSMMG)
Table 1 provides the metadata for a calibrated sensor in order to derive precise geopositions.
Table 2 lists the metadata for the platform, which may be required to derive some of the information appearing in Table 1.
Guide to abbreviations in the table:
Obligation (Oblig): M-mandatory, C-conditional, O-optional
VBI:

A marker indicates the metadata "varies by image", as opposed to metadata that tend to stay
constant over a single data collection session

Guide to Parameter ID in the table (1st column):
ID 1 - 38 are from Table 1 of NGA.SIG.0002_2.1
ID 39 - 53 are from Table 2 of NGA.SIG.0002_2.1
ID 54 - ... are additional parameters outside of the FSMMG documentation

ID VBI FSMMG_Metadata
XML_keywords
Units
Oblig
Definition_&_Comments
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Sensor Type

fsmmgSensorSession
sensorType

no

M

Usually non-mosaiced frame EO or IR
values: "EO", "IR"

2

# Imaging Blocks

no

C

Used if more than 1 detector array in the
digital collector

3

# Columns

no

C

Conditional and not mandatory because it's
usually derivable from other parameters

4

# Rows

fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
numberOfImagingBlocks
fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
numberOfColumnsInImage
fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
numberOfRowsInImage

no

C

Conditional and not mandatory because it's
usually derivable from other parameters

5

*

Collection Time

fsmmgSensorImage
collectionTime

µsec

M

Time for each image in integer microsec since
1 Jan 1970 and adding required leap seconds to
convert to UTC (POSIX Time, IEEE standard)

6

*

Sensor Perspective Center X

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter

meters

M

Sensor perspective lens (L) center coordinate X
at image collection time, in geocentric CS

7

*

Sensor Perspective Center Y

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter

meters

M

Sensor perspective lens (L) center coordinate Y
at image collection time, in geocentric CS

8

*

Sensor Perspective Center Z

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter

meters

M

Sensor perspective lens (L) center coordinate Z
at image collection time, in geocentric CS

9

*

Sensor Exterior Orientation

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
exteriorOrientation
m11,m12,m13,
m21,m22,m23,
m31,m32,m33

degrees

M

The 9 element orthogonal
geocentric CS axes to be
record CS.
(See eqn 16 in the FSMMG
matrix, as a function of

matrix that rotates the
parallel to the image
2.1 doc for the
omega, phi, kappa angles.)

10

*

Sensor Velocity V(X)

fsmmgSensorImage
velocity
vx

meters/sec

C

Sensor velocity component in the North direction
at Kalman filtering time stamp. NED velocity
vectors as out put from the Kalman filtering
process translated to the sensor for each Kalman
process output time stamp. Conditional if the
platform velocity must be used with the IMU to
Sensor Lever Arm.
Sensor velocity component in the East direction
at Kalman filtering time stamp. NED velocity
vectors as out put from the Kalman filtering
process translated to the sensor for each Kalman
process output time stamp. Conditional if the
platform velocity must be used with the IMU to
Sensor Lever Arm.
Sensor velocity component in the Down direction
at Kalman filtering time stamp. NED velocity
vectors as out put from the Kalman filtering
process translated to the sensor for each Kalman
process output time stamp. Conditional if the
platform velocity must be used with the IMU to
Sensor Lever Arm.

11

*

Sensor Velocity V(Y)

fsmmgSensorImage
velocity
vy

meters/sec

C

12

*

Sensor Velocity V(Z)

fsmmgSensorImage
velocity
vz

meters/sec

C

13

Focal Length

fsmmgSensorSession
focus
focalLength

mm

M

14

Focal Length Flag

0 or 1
false or true

M

15

Calibration Date

no

C

Date the sensor was last calibrated.
Mandatory if item 14 is 'true'.
Format: Year: CCYY, Month: MM (01-12), Day: DD (01-31)

16

Focal Length Adjustment

fsmmgSensorSession
focus
calibration
flag
fsmmgSensorSession
focus
calibration
date
fsmmgSensorSession
focus
calibration
adjustment

mm

M

Refinement in focal length from calibration operation,
in millimeters.

17

Prin. Point Offset X0

mm

C

Signed X-coord principal point offset within the
sensor array CS, in millimeters.
Conditional if data is calibrated or derived.

18

Prin. Point Offset Y0

mm

C

Signed Y-coord principal point offset within the
sensor array CS, in millimeters.
Conditional if data is calibrated or derived.

19

Prin. Point Offset Covar

fsmmgSensorSession
principalPointOffset
vector
x0
fsmmgSensorSession
principalPointOffset
vector
y0
fsmmgSensorSession
principalPointOffset
covariance
xx,xy,yy

mm^2

O

Covariance data of principal point offsets.
Usually can be ignored.

20

Image Coordinate Reference

M

Relationship between sensor perspective center,
image plane, platform navigation axes.
(Parameters missing: TBD?)

Effective distance from optical lens to
sensor element(s).
A value of 999.99 indicates 'not available'
or 'not applicable'
Boolean true(1)/false(0) indicates Calibrated
or Non-Calibrated focal length, respectively

21

*

Position/Attitude Variances

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
variance
xx,yy,zz,oo,pp,kk

mixed
set

M

Variance (sigma^2) data for sensor position (X,Y,Z)(L)
and attitude angles (o:omega, p:phi, k:kappa)

22

*

Position/Attitude Covars

fsmmgSensorImage
positionOrientationState
covariance
xy,xz,xo,xp,xk
yz,yo,yp,yk
zo,zp,zk
op,ok
pk

mixed
set

M

Off-diagonal elements of variance/covariance matrix.
Item 21 are the diagonal elements.

23

Focal Length Variance

fsmmgSensorSession
focalLength
Variance

mm^2

M

Variance of the focal length.

24

Column Spacing

fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
columnSpacing

mm

M

25

Row Spacing

fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
rowSpacing

mm

M

Column spacing D(Y) measured at the center of the
image, in millimeters (00.0000 to 99.9999).
Can alternately use angular center-to-center change
with respect to the perspective center,
in micro-radians (0000.00 to 9999.99).
If unknown, use 0000000
Row spacing D(X) measured at the center of the image,
in millimeters (00.0000 to 99.9999).
Can alternately use angular center-to-center change
with respect to the perspective center,
in micro-radians (0000.00 to 9999.99).
If unknown, use 0000000

26

*

Affine Transformation

fsmmgSensorImage
affineTransformation
coefficients
a1,b1,c1,a2,b2,c2

no

M

Corrections for various distortions in line and sample
coords, in the form of 2 scales, rotation, skew, and
2 shifts applied in an affine transformation of the
line and sample image coords.

27

*

Affine Transformation Covars

fsmmgSensorImage
affineTransformation
covariance
a1a1,b1b1,c1c1,a2a2,b2b2,c2c2
a1b1,a1c1,a1a2,a1b2,a1c2
b1c1,b1a2,b1b2,b1c2
c1a2,c1b2,c1c2
a2b2,a2c2
b2c2

no

O

A 6x6 covariance matrix reflecting the quality of the
6 affine transformation correction values.
Usually can be ignored.

28

Column Axis Offset

mm

C

29

Row Axis Offset

fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
columnAxisOffset
fsmmgSensorSession
pixelGridCharacteristics
rowAxisOffset

mm

C

C(line), linear translation from the image upper-left
corner pixel to the collection array
origin s-axis, in millimeters.
C(sample), linear translation from the image upper-left
corner pixel to the collection array
origin l-axis, in millimeters.

30

Radial Distortions

fsmmgSensorSession
k0, k1, k2, k3, k4
radialDistortionCoefficients

mixed
set

C

31

Radial Distortion Covars

fsmmgSensorSession
radialDistortionCoefficients
k0k0,k1k1,k2k2,k3k3,k4k4
k0k1,k0k2,k0k3,k0k4
k1k2,k1k3,k1k4
k2k3,k2k4
k3k4

mixed
set

O

32

Decentering Distortions

fsmmgSensorSession
p0, p1, p2, p3
decenteringDistortionCoefficients

mm^-1

C

33

Decentering Dist Covars

fsmmgSensorSession

mm^-2

O

decenteringDistortionCoefficients
p0p0, p1p1, p2p2, p3p3
p0p1, p0p2, p0p3
p1p2, p1p3
p2p3

Radial lens distortion coefficients
units: k0 (no), k1 (mm^-2), k2 (mm^-4), k3 (mm^-6), k4 (mm^-8)
FSMMG 2.1 standard: k0, k1, k2, k3 support only
Conditional when replaced by calibration or
derived data.
Covariance data of radial lens distortion coefficients.
Usually small enough to be ignored.

Decentering lens distortion coefficients
units all 1/mm
FSMMG 2.1 standard: p1 and p2 support only
Conditional when replaced by calibration or derived data.
Covariance data of decentering lens distortion
coefficients.
Usually small enough to be ignored.

34

Atmospheric Correction
By Data Layer

fsmmgSensorSession
atmosphericCorrections
displacement

degrees

C

Correction to account for bending of the image ray path
as a result of atmospheric effects.
Multiple data layers can be defined so the parameter has
an index of I=1,..., n

35

Atmospheric Correction
Top Height

fsmmgSensorSession
atmosphericCorrections
upperAltitude

meters

C

Upper boundary altitude value for data layer I.
Sets the upper bound for the specific atmospheric
correction value.

36

Atmospheric Correction
Bottom Height

fsmmgSensorSession
atmosphericCorrections
bottomAltitude

meters

C

Lower boundary altitude value for data layer I.
Sets the lower bound for the specific atmospheric
correction value.

37

Atmospheric Correction
Algorithm Name

fsmmgSensorSession
atmosphericCorrections
algorithmName

no

C

Name of the algorithm used to compute data layer I
correction.

38

Atmospheric Correction
Algorithm Version

fsmmgSensorSession
atmosphericCorrections
algorithmVersion

no

C

Version label for the algorithm used to compute data layer I
correction.

Ephemeris Flag

fsmmgPlatformSession
ephemerisFlag

0 or 1
false or true

M

Used to indicate the availability of ephemeris data
used for orbit or flight determination.
*** See related item 53
Provides data to correlate platform location to
sensor acquisition. Mandatory if location is not
simultaneously collected with image data, to provide
necessary location of the sensor/platform/Earth reference
coordinate system to allow correct interpolation
at image acquisition time.
Units: In integer microsec since 1 Jan 1970
and adding required leap seconds to
convert to UTC (POSIX Time, IEEE standard)
The position of the platform given as X, Y, Z
ephemeris vectors in ECEF coords (meters)
Not required for image-to-ground calculations
if sensor location available directly.

Start of Table 2 metadata:
39

40

*

Platform Time

fsmmgPlatformImage
platformTime

µsec

C

41

*

Platform geolocation

fsmmgPlatformImage
positionOrientationState
geolocation
x,y,z

meters

C

42

*

Platform true heading

fsmmgPlatformImage
positionOrientationState
trueHeading

degrees

C

43

*

Platform pitch

fsmmgPlatformImage
positionOrientationState
pitch

degrees

C

44

*

Platform roll

fsmmgPlatformImage
positionOrientationState
roll

degrees

C

45

GPS Lever arm offset

fsmmgPlatformSession
leverArmOffset
GPS
x,y,z

meters

C

46

INS Lever arm offset

fsmmgPlatformSession
leverArmOffset
INS
x,y,z

meters

C

47

Sensor Offset Vector X

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter
x

meters

C

48

Sensor Offset Vector Y

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter
y

meters

C

49

Sensor Offset Vector Z

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
perspectiveCenter
z

meters

C

50

Sensor Roll

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
exteriorOrientation
platformCS-roll-pitch-yaw_offsets
roll_offset

degrees

M

51

Sensor Pitch

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
exteriorOrientation
platformCS-roll-pitch-yaw_offsets
pitch_offset

degrees

M

52

Sensor Yaw

fsmmgPlatformSession
positionOrientationState
exteriorOrientation
platformCS-roll-pitch-yaw_offsets
yaw_offset

degrees

M

Quaternions of Attitude
Reference Point

fsmmgPlatformImage
sensorQuaternions
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4

no

C

53

*

Platform heading at image time relative to
true north (positive from N to E)
Conditional if sensor position and rotation data
(POS) not available directly when given
within an absolute reference frame. Alternatively,
true heading not required if platform
yaw is given. (degrees)
See Figure 8 in FSMMG 2.1 doc
Rotation about platform local y-axis,
positive nose-up.
0.0 = platform z-axis aligned to nadir. Limited to
values between +/- 90 degrees. Conditional if
sensor POS not available directly when given within
an absolute reference frame. (degrees)
See Figure 8 in FSMMG 2.1 doc
Rotation about platform local x-axis. Positive port
wing up. Conditional if sensor POS not available
directly when given within an absolute reference
frame. (degrees)
See Figure 8 in FSMMG 2.1 doc
Vectors from GPS to INS described in either x, y, z
components or by magnitude and two rotations and
velocity.
Conditional on sensor geolocation at image exposure
time being provided: if sensor geolocation is provided
based on INS processing, this lever arm is mandatory to
establish platform GPS to INS geolocation and velocity.
Vectors from INS to Sensor described in either x, y, z
components or by magnitude and two rotations, velocity,
and platform attitude. Conditional on sensor location
and attitude at image exposure time being provided
directly.
If sensor geolocation and attitude is provided based on
INS processing, this lever arm is mandatory to establish
the sensor POS (six elements of location and orientation).
The X-axis component, measured in the platform CS,
from the origin of the platform CS to the origin of the
sensor CS, i.e. the perspective center L.
Conditional for the case where a sensor does not provide
position information directly referenced to an
absolute CS (e.g. ECEF)
The Y-axis component, measured in the platform CS,
from the origin of the platform CS to the origin of the
sensor CS, i.e. the perspective center L.
Conditional for the case where a sensor does not provide
position information directly referenced to an
absolute CS (e.g. ECEF)
The Z-axis component, measured in the platform CS,
from the origin of the platform CS to the origin of the
sensor CS, i.e. the perspective center L.
Conditional for the case where a sensor does not provide
position information directly referenced to an
absolute CS (e.g. ECEF)
Sensor rotation about the platform X-axis translated to
the sensor reference origin. Angular position of the
sensor optical axis, measured about the platform roll
axis (platform X). Measured positive from the positive
pitch axis vector (platform Y) toward the positive yaw
axis vector (platform Z), clockwise looking in the
positive platform x-axis direction.
Sensor rotation about the platform Y-axis translated to
the sensor reference origin. Angular position of the
sensor optical axis, measured about the (once-rotated)
platform pitch axis (platform Y). Measured positive from
the positive yaw axis vector (platform Z) toward the
positive roll axis vector (platform X), clockwise looking
in the positive platform y-axis direction.
Sensor rotation about the platform Z-axis translated to
the sensor reference origin. Angular position of the
sensor optical axis, measured about the (twice-rotated)
platform yaw axis (platform Z). Measured positive from the
positive roll axis vector (platform X) toward the positive
pitch axis vector (platform Y), clockwise looking in the
positive platform z-axis direction.
A set of 4 quaternions (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) (usually derived
from ephemeris data for the platform) define sensor Attitude
Reference Points in the ECEF CS. The Attitude Reference
Points are required to process the sensor rigorous math model
to perform geolocation and mensuration. Conditional only
if platform ephemeris information is not available for airborne
platform sensors. Mandatory for satellite platform sensors.
*** See related item 39

Start of metadata not defined in CSM FSMMG 2.1 documentation:
54

Major version

fsmmgProviderSession
versionNumber
major

no

O

FSMMG major version #. Format: single digit integer
Currently is "0"
Found in the sensor model definition SensorML (CSM_FSMMG_v2_1.xml)

55

Minor version

fsmmgProviderSession
versionNumber
minor

no

O

FSMMG minor version #. Format: integer
Currently is "2"
Found in the sensor model definition SensorML (CSM_FSMMG_v2_1.xml)

56

FSMMG version

fsmmgProviderSession
versionNumber
CSM

no

O

FSMMG version #
Currently is "2.1"
Found in the sensor model definition SensorML (CSM_FSMMG_v2_1.xml)

57

Frame Number

fsmmgProviderImage
frameNumber

no

O

Integer identifier for each image.

58

Sensor Name

fsmmgProviderSession
sensorName

no

O

Character string identifier for the sensor

*** End parameters ***
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